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MR_Code-REP header 
Kanchei (Ken) Loa, Yi-Hsueh Tsai, Yung-Ting Lee,  

Hua-Chiang Yin, Shiann-Tsong Sheu, Youn-Tai Lee 

Institute for Information Industry (III) 

Introduction 

MS CDMA BR ranging is expected to be used frequently in MR system. However, it takes 15~25 bytes in the 

relay path to send one MR Code-REP message. In order to conserve the bandwidth in the relay path, we propose 

an alternative option, 6-byte MR_Code-REP header used by RS to request the MR-BS to generate dummy 

CDMA Allocation IEs and allocated corresponding UL bandwidth. 

In order to facilitate the incorporation of this proposal into IEEE 802.16j standard, specific changes to the 

baseline working document IEEE 802.16j-06/026r4 are listed below. 

Text Proposal 
6.3.2.1.2.2.2 Extended MAC Signaling Header Type II 

[Change the following table in line 24 of page 9 as indicated] 

Table 19a Extended Type field encodings for Extended MAC signaling header type II 

Extended 

Type field 
MAC header Type 

Reference 

figure 

Reference 

table 

5 MR_Code-REP header Figure xxx Table xxx 

64-7 Reserved   

[Insert the following subclause 6.3.2.1.2.2.2.5 in page 14:] 

6.3.2.1.2.2.2.5 MR_Code-REP header 

MR_Code-REP header, illustrated in Table xxx, is used by a non-transparent RS in a system with centralized 

bandwidth allocation to request the MR-BS to generate incomplete CDMA Allocation IEs in the UL-MAP that it 

assigns to the RS to broadcast on the access link. An incomplete CDMA_Allocation_IE contains zeros in the 

fields for Frame Number Index, Ranging Code, Ranging Symbol, and Ranging Subchannel. 

Table xxx Description of fields in MR_Code-REP header 

Name Length Description 

HT 1 bit = 1 

EC 1 bit = 1 

Type 1 bit = 1 

Extended Type 3 bits = 5 

Number of Received 

BR CDMA Codes 

6 bits Number of CDMA bandwidth request ranging code 

Reserved 12 bits  

Basic CID 16 bits RS basic CID 

HCS 8 bits Header Check Sequence (same usage as HCS entry in Table 5). 
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6.3.6.7.2.1 Contention-based CDMA Bandwidth Rrequests for Relay handling and transmission in centralized 

mode 

[Change the second paragraph of this subclause in contribution 439r2 as follows:]  

When a transparent RS receives a bandwidth request CDMA ranging code from a subordinate SS, it shall 

forward an MR_Code-REP message to the MR-BS. The MR_Code-REP contains the CDMA ranging code that 

was sent by the SS as well as its transmit region and channel adjustment information. Using this code and its 

transmit region information, the MR-BS shall generate the appropriate CDMA_Allocation_IE that prompts the 

SS to forward its bandwidth request header on the access uplink. The MR-BS shall also create bandwidth 

allocations along the relay path for the purpose of forwarding this SS bandwidth request header to the MR-BS 

(see Figure 60f). 

 

When a non-transparent RS receives one or more bandwidth request CDMA ranging codes in a frame from its 

subordinate SSs, it shall forward an MR_Code-REP header using its RS basic CID to the MR-BS. The 

MR_Code-REP header shall indicate the number of bandwidth request CDMA ranging codes the RS received.  

Upon receiving an MR_Code-REP header from a non-transparent RS, the MR-BS shall insert incomplete 

CDMA Allocation IEs into the UL-MAP that it assigns to that RS to broadcast on the access link. These 

CDMA_Allocation_IEs will have zeros in the fields for Frame Number Index, Ranging Code, Ranging Symbol, 

and Ranging Subchannel.  

When a non-transparent RS receives a message from the MR-BS with an assigned UL-MAP containing 

incomplete CDMA_Allocation_IEs, the RS shall fill in the corresponding ranging code and transmit region 

information into the appropriate fields of the incomplete CDMA Allocation IEs and then broadcast this updated 

UL-MAP on the access link. 

 


